
MORE PRACTICE WITH TIQA  Let’s pretend this is the passage I assigned for reading in 

English 12. 

The Three Little Pigs 

Once upon a time there were three little pigs. One pig built a house of straw while the second pig 

built his house with sticks. They built their houses very quickly and then sang and danced all 

day. The third little pig worked hard all day and built his house with bricks. 

A big bad wolf saw the two little pigs while they danced and played and thought, “What juicy 

tender meals they will make!” He chased the two pigs and they ran and hid in their houses. The 

big bad wolf went to the first house and huffed and puffed and blew the house down in minutes. 

The frightened little pig ran to the second pig’s house that was made of sticks. The big bad wolf 

now came to this house and huffed and puffed and blew the house down in hardly any time. 

Now, the two little pigs were terrified and ran to the third pig’s house that was made of bricks. 

The big bad wolf tried to huff and puff and blow the house down, but he could not. He kept 

trying for hours but the house was very strong and the little pigs were safe inside. He tried to 

enter through the chimney, but the third little pig boiled a big pot of water and kept it below the 

chimney. The wolf fell into it and died.  The two little pigs now felt sorry for having been so 

lazy. They too built their houses with bricks and lived happily ever after. 

Now let’s say the writing prompt was to illustrate the importance of working hard. 

Topic Sentence:  The children’s story “The Three Little Pigs” illustrates the importance of hard 

work. 

Introduce Quote: As the story states, all three little pigs had houses to build, only the first and 

second little pigs built their houses very quickly while the third little pig  

Quote: “. . .worked hard all day and built his house with bricks.” 

Analysis: Compared to the first and second little pigs, the third little pig worked hard. Moreover, 

while the third little pig may have wanted to “sing and dance all day” as the first two pigs had 

done after they constructed weak houses of straw and sticks, the third little pig put work first.  

Transition sentence: Naturally, neither of the weakly built houses protect the first two little pigs. 

Introduce Quote: Sensing the straw houses’ vulnerability and access to an easy meal, the big bad 

wolf chased both pigs into their homes, blew down their houses, and scared them so terribly they 

ran to the third little pig’s brick house 

Quote: but no matter how hard the big bad wolf tried, he could not “. . .blow the house down.” 

Analysis: By resisting the peer pressure to do what the other pig’s did, the third pig proved that 

working hard is always the best choice and in this case, saved all three lives. 

 

 



Assignment 

After reading the first few pages of chapter 4, discuss why Greg and Mike’s lives are headed for 

some drastic changes.  What news is dropped on them suddenly from Dad?  Why are they not 

only looking at their dad in a new way, but at themselves?  Use the TIQA format twice in your 

written analysis. 
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